
Advocating for a sound business and policy
environment for forestry in Georgia.

2016-19 STRATEGY
Through 2016-19, we will grow our giving base to not only continue 
supporting our existing allies, but also reach out more aggressively to 
others who will be supportive of our future.

1. Continue supporting existing “friends of forestry” in the  
 political arena.
2. Cultivate new “friends of forestry.”
3. Have a presence in statewide elections.
4. Generate a “return on investment” to our donors.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
All donors will receive regular communications on the activities of the 
PAC via email, and recipients of ForestPAC donations will be encouraged 
to work with GFA to send thank-you video messages to PAC donors.
Select groups of contributors will also receive access to political leaders 
to personally deliver contributions and engage in direct dialog regarding 
the issues of importance to the forestry community through events.

BUILDING THE PAC
1. One commitment spread out over a three-year period.
2. Flexible levels of commitment to meet your ability and needs.
3. Enhance personal donations with ForestPAC donations to  
 amplify forestry’s presence in policy making.



CHAIRMAN
$12,000

BUILDER
$9,000

SUSTAINER
$3,000

BASE CONTRIBUTOR
GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS

FORESTPAC
THREE-YEAR IMPACT PYRAMID
We are asking you for one commitment which is 
spread out over a three-year period. Three-year 
totals shown for each level here.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Contributions to ForestPAC are voluntary and are not tax deductible. 
Corporate contributions are allowed in Georgia. Please select one of the 
following levels for your three-year commitment.

 
CHAIRMAN | $12,000 TOTAL
Year 1: $5,000      Year 2: $4,000      Year 3: $3,000

 » Advisory role in ForestPAC
 » All private ForestPAC events with direct access to political leaders
 » Regional ForestPAC representation at political fundraisers
 » Messages from recipients and PAC activity information

 
BUILDER | $9,000 TOTAL
Year 1: $3,000      Year 2: $3,000      Year 3: $3,000

 » Some private ForestPAC events with direct access to political leaders
 » Regional ForestPAC representation at political fundraisers
 » Messages from recipients and PAC activity information

 
SUSTAINER | $3,000 TOTAL
Year 1: $1,000      Year 2: $1,000      Year 3: $1,000

 » Regional ForestPAC representation at political fundraisers
 » Messages from recipients and PAC activity information

 
BASE CONTRIBUTOR | GENERAL CONTRIBUTION

 » Messages from recipients and PAC activity information

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Select one of the following payment options. Checks must be made 
payable to ForestPAC. Checks not made to ForestPAC will be returned.

          Corporate Check   Personal Check             Invoice Me

NAME: ___________________ COMPANY: __________________

ADDRESS: ________________ CITY: ________________ST: ____

ZIP: ___________  PHONE: ____________  EMAIL: ____________

RETURN TO: FORESTPAC
P.O. BOX 1217, FORSYTH, GA 31029
PHONE: 478-992-8110 • MICHELE@GFAGROW.ORG


